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Flynn Milton performed his best Diago 
Maradona impersonation during our Auskick 
grid games. 

Under 12 Red

Jazzie with some fancy ruckworkUnder 9 Red and Black
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Round 11 | Wrap Up | Shark Attack – Presidents Letter

Round 12

Hi All Sharks,

Well done and congratulations to all the Mums and Dads who turned up for Saturday night 
Social Evening. This year we were located at “The Grand” in Warrandyte. The evening had a 
bit of a chill, the wind decided to reduce the temp by a few degrees yet upon arrival the CFA 
were there to greet us. Well not really. They were there to treat a couple of suspicious fires 
and investigate some chimneys not performing properly. Talk about a tough start. It was like 
walking through a maze and obstacle course just to get inside. 

However the 75 or so who turned up had a fantastic evening. There were parents enjoying 
their 10th and final social through to others experiencing their first.

Thank you to all parents who put in a huge effort to present in their best rags. Guys and Girls 
had gone to efforts and it was recognised, not as comfy as the trackies, but certainly catwalk 
material. As the tempo was notched up and the dance floor filled. I kept watching for Danni 
Minogue and her new program ‘cause I’m sure she would have snapped our parents up to 
represent her new show!!! It’s true!!

Once again, thanks to all who attended, the noise told me how much you enjoyed the night. 
Also congrats to Jo James on winning the $500, what a great way to finish Colts. 

Round 12 is behind us, only 3 rounds to go until finals. By golly, the season has certainly 
gone by fast.  At the Sharks we pride ourselves on fielding various teams whereby all Players 
can participate.  Our goal is to get kids playing, engaging and improving in Australian Rules 
Football.  You are all champions in my eyes for participating and being part of the Sharks 
Football Club.  Finals and premierships are a by-product.  That said, I note that possibly we 
have 12 teams from U11 to Colts competing for final’s positions this year.  Best of luck to all 
and for those teams who get there, have a great finals series.

Thanks to all our Coordinators and all the Parents for helping out during the season.  I hope 
all our young Auskickers have enjoyed learning new skills each Saturday.  Our final clinic in 
August will be visited by JFC Committee to cook the BBQ for our Players and Parents and 
answer questions regarding the move to the JFC. 

AGM & PRESENTATION Sunday 9th September

Under our constitution, all members are encouraged to attend the short formalities which will 
be conducted mid-way through presentation.  More on the timetable over the coming weeks.

FINAL ROUND & BURGER NIGHT Sunday 12th August - SPONSORS NIGHT

Our final night for end of home and away season.  Great chance to thank all who have helped 
out and wish those in the finals all the best.

A great way for our club to thank all our sponsors for 2018. The club will provide 
complimentary food and a drink or two as a way of saying thanks.

There will be a huge jumping castle on the night. The annual club sprint will go ahead, so 
coaches please have your nomination to Football Support by 5th August.

Summary

Round 13 this weekend the 29th July.  

If at any stage you have any queries, then please don’t hesitate to contact myself.

Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Phone: 0408 367 444

GO SHARKS!!

SOCIAL NIGHT PICS
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DentalArt

UNDER 8 RED 
COACH: Chris McGinty

SPONSORED BY: 
Dental Art 

Ph: 03 9876 4358 

UNDER 8 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

2 Chappell Harry 9 Gadd Jackson

3 McLeod Maxi 10 Caltieri Sam

4 Hume Harrison 31 Brown Levi

5 McGinty Charlie 32 Buchanan Jackson

6 Mijat Jasper 35 Saunders Darcy

7 Myers Cohen

NO REPORT
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UNDER 8 BLACK 
COACH: Micheal Parker

SPONSORED BY: 
Krueger Projects 

www.kruegerprojects.com.au

The Grand Hotel Warrandyte 
9844 3202

NO 
REPORT

UNDER 8 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

1 Ethan Genever 10 Luke O'Neil Parker

2 Archie Hattwich 12 Jackson Hartley

6 Harry McInerney 14 Marcus Di Battista

7 Lucas Zylan 18 Alex Giosserano

8 Finn Arbuthnot 19 Hugh Marsh

9 Kruze O'Neill 34 James Cahill
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UNDER 9 RED 
COACH: Damien Noonan

SPONSORED BY: 
CLUB RINGWOOD 

Ritchie Appleby: 9879 8733

Park Orchards R v 
Park Orchards Black

PMS 7546

UNDER 9 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Duffy Patrick 12 Nicholls Julian
2 Hales Ben 14 Wachter Kai
4 Radle Ryan 19 Walsh Liam 
5 Fortington James 23 Nicholls Ben 
6 Davis Elliot 24 James Henry
7 Robertson Thomas 28 Inglese Will
8 Noonan Xavier 39 Noonan Darcy
9 Hales Angus 52 Lanza Oliver

What a wonderful morning for our Sharks teams to be playing footy. Henry captained the side 
today and continued his good form from last week. Leading out from full forward early with 
multiple efforts and being rewarded with a fine goal to cap off a great captain’s game.

Ben N was back from his holiday in the Pacific and it didn’t take him long to get back into the 
swing of things. We went small in the midfield early to see if we could take control with some 
pace, POB had other ideas and it was a fantastic quarter with both teams moving the ball 
forward quickly and efficiently. Patty worked well again and was bust all game. Elliot had a 
couple stints in the midfield to stretch the legs and turned in a no fuss performance working 
hard around the contest.

Liam’s highlights included his double spin out of the pack and smooth speed to get clear and 
kick long. Thomas showed maturity today and keeps improving, with Liam taking a kick in 
from the boundary and with everyone running back to the goals Thomas got free to the side. 
Liam just had to pass it 15m for Thomas to have a shot at goal on a better angle. Great play 
by both boys. 

Kai’s 2nd & 4th qtrs in the midfield proved once again when he puts his mind to it Kia can 
turn a game in his teammates favour. Always managing to pull of the impossible.

Ben H always full of beans and ideas he is willing to share with everyone takes his energy 
into his game, happy to play the first half in the back line he worked hard and directed his 
teammates to man up and took control. Great leadership.

Will’s smarts around the pack and composure are a signature of his game, ever reliable and 
always uses the ball to advantage, nothing different this week.

Angus started in the guts today, bursting from packs, sharing the ball and being busy. 
Attacking the ball all game, never lacking effort he just keeps going. 

Xavier had his goal kicking boots on early with a nice banana from the pocket and in the 
dying seconds leading hard across the ground to space presenting for Darcy who was 

streaming down the ground. Darcy’s kick burst through his Xavier’s hands but quickly found 
the hand and snapped truly over his shoulder.

Ollie with his unique sense of humour and joy full smile plays with the same joyful freedom. 
Tacking mark after mark and just as efficient around his ankles Ollie played another super 
game.

James was super relaxed today, not sure if it was the great weather but non the less when 
the whistle blew he was back to his consistent best playing in front and reading the play and 
being one step ahead. 

During the third the boys had a challenge that they could only kick on their left, Julian thought 
this was great, until he gave himself up and we changed rule that you had to kick on the 
opposite. Julian also had a couple runs in the midfield today, instead of breaking free on his 
left Julian worked hard to get to his right and give it a go with mixed success. Well done and 
keep it up. After a rusty game last week and a touch of the fumbles, Darcy was super keen 
to get out and attack the footy today. Strong overhead and quick around the ground Darcy 
showed what he can do and how he can influence a game very quickly.

Great game and a putting together a great season.

The game was played in great spirit with all players getting an opportunity to have a go and 
run around, we all came together afterwards to celebrate and fun morning playing footy as you 
can see from the photos.

Awards: Will Inglese, Xavier Noonan, Julian Nicholls

Opposition Award: Darcy Noonan
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UNDER 9 BLACK 
COACH: Sam Phelan

SPONSORED BY: 
Jellis Craig Doncaster 

Dallas Taylor / Daniel Broadbent: 8841 4888

UNDER 9 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

43 Grace Allan 51 Jack Ottens
14 Coby Baker 13 Luca Phelan
8 Archie Conlan 15 Charli Phelan

46 Patrick Cronin 3 Casey Prichard
49 Lucas Daley 44 Arlo Ross
16 Max Georgostathis 42 Archie Rowe
12 Alexander Kupinic 40 Joel Troani
52 Hudson Lynch 45 Charlie Wilson

NO REPORT
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UNDER 10 RED 
COACH: Arthur Antonellas

SPONSORED BY: 
Pneutech 

1300 879 613

Rovers 4.8.32 Def  
Sharks 2.0.12

Another fantastic morning with the boys on the road again and heading to Kew Rovers.

Captains Beau and Felix were ready for a big game and won the toss deciding to kick toward 
the Burke Road end.

The first quarter was a tough one with both sides fighting hard to get on top. Our midfield 
of Alby, Nate, Sam and Zane all had a great first quarter. Tom E was in everything on the 
wing and delivered the ball into the forward line on many occasions. Tom B also followed 
instructions and helped the backline on several occasions. The half back line including Zac, 
Dan and Josh P all combined well and hard working Ruckman Nate helped them getting back 
as often as he could. Riley, Josh B and Isaac played well with Isaac taking a great mark to 
stop a goal. Other highlights included Harvey’s efforts for the whole quarter and Captain Felix 
fought hard and got lots of the ball.

Qtr time score was 1.1.7 to 0.0.0

The second quarter was another tough battle with our midfield Felix, Isaac, Gabe and Will F 
fighting hard. Kai and Lachy both had great quarters on their wings and the backline once 
again fought hard. Logan, Dan and Josh P combined well and Ned, Zane and Alby were in 
everything. Highlights for the quarter included another bone crunching effort by Presty who 
looked like he had been to war. Dan Nielsen took arguably the mark of the year amd Beau’s 
awesome tackle and beautiful drop punt pass was awesome. Harvey continued his great 
efforts and produced the best shepherd of the season to help Alby out of trouble. Captain 
Felix also had another great quarter.

Half time 1.3.9 to 0.0.0

The third quarter turned out to be another physical one. Zac Antonellos took over and 
controlled the backline with the ball coming in on many occasions. Gabe kept fighting hard 
and Rossy, Riley, Josh B and Tom B fought hard in the midfield. Little Harry fought hard on the 
wing and was supported by Tom E, Lachy and Will T. Major highlights for the quarter included 
Sam Mcleod who ran half way across the ground and smashed into an opposition player 
stopping what was a certain goal . It was one of the most courageous efforts I have ever seen 
on a footy ground. Unfortunately that was the end of his game as he was off to hospital to 
have his arm looked at. Will T’s chase down of 2 opposition players and winning the ball was 
another important moment of the game. Oscar kept trying hard as did Will F who had another 
great game. His speed and 2nd and 3rd efforts were awesome to watch.

3 Qtr time 2.4.16 to 0.0.0

UNDER 10 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Antonellos Zac 19 Hume Riley
2 Italiano Gabriel 20 Hulbert Oscar
3 Nielsen Daniel 22 Innes Beau
4 Smith Ned 29 Di Donato Isaac
5 Strik Harry 35 De Rooden Albert
6 Elliott Tom 37 Fortington William
7 Prest Joshua 40 Hattwich Felix
8 Bryant Tom 42 Fry Harvey
10 Mcleod Samuel 43 Ross Logan
16 Motteram Lachlan 44 Stephens Zane
17 Knight Kai 47 Torner William
18 Bettiol Joshua 48 Farrell Nate

With Josh P and Sam going down and other injuries to Ned, Isaac, Tom E and Felix the team 
resembled a war zone. But In true Shark Spirit the boys fought on.

The midfield with great ruck work by Nate managed to get on top for the first time in the game. 
Zac Anto amd Dan dominated and Josh P kept trying hard with his injuries making it hard for 
him. What a fighting spirit!!! Riley and Will F had great quarters and within a few minutes great 
goals to Rossy and Noodles saw the team only 5 points down. The forward line kept trying 
hard with Kai getting on top of his opponent with his hard running and Oscar, Tom E and Harry 
kept fighting hard.

Other highlights included Tom B’s pressure on the half back line and Gabe and Zane tried 
hard. Beau was also trying hard and Felix and Will T both had great quarters stopping lots of 
goals.

Unfortunately our injuries got the better of us and Kew Rovers managed a couple of late goals.

Final score: Kew Rovers 4.8.32 def Sharks 2.0.12

Goals: Noodles 1, Rossy 1

Best players: Zac, Gabe,Dan, Rossy, Presty, Harvey, Felix, Will T, Tom B, Zane, Riley, 
Nate, Tom E and Will F

Awards: Tom E and Will T
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UNDER 10 BLACK 
COACH: Daniel Bullen

SPONSORED BY: 
MEGA PET WAREHOUSE 

Sam Raso 9879 6299

Sharks 14.9. 93 Def 
Camberwell 2.1. 13

Coming off their best win of the season last week against Kew, Coach Daniel Bullen set out 
some objectives for the Sharks U10 Black team for this weekend’s match against Camberwell 
at home, with the promise of “Gatorades for all” if they lived up to the bargain. 

First Quarter

As usual however, the Sharks got off to a very slow start with Camberwell outnumbering us at 
the contest and running harder across the ground. Before long, our boys were two goals down 
but a late centre clearance resulted in an opportunistic snap to get our scoreboard ticking 
over.  Sharks 1.0. 6   Camberwell 2.1. 13

Second Quarter

The Coach brought the boys into the quarter time huddle and asked them all for a better effort 
and to run in support of each other. Kicking to the BMX track end, the breeze strengthened 
and the Sharks burst out of the blocks, quickly taking control through the midfield while 
the forward line tackled hard and locked the ball in our forward 50m. It was the team’s 
best quarter for the season from a scoring point of view, kicking 6 goals while keeping the 
opposition scoreless.  Sharks 7.1. 43  Camberwell 2.1. 13

Third Quarter

Back in the rooms at half time, the boys reminded each other – and their coach – of the 
objectives they’d set for themselves at training Friday. After their customary half time warm 
up and a quick stock take of the canteen next door, the Sharks came out kicking against 
the strengthening breeze and once again played the entire quarter in their forward half. If 
not for some inaccurate kicking for goal, the margin at three quarter time might have been 
considerably greater.  Sharks 9.5. 59  Camberwell 2.1. 13

Final Quarter

The boys and their coach reset their objectives for the final term, and continued their 
dominance kicking with the wind. While Camberwell tried hard to match the Sharks’ intensity, 
they couldn’t find an avenue out of defence while the Sharks peppered the goals to run out 
comfortable winners.

Despite being held scoreless from quarter time, Camberwell showed great sportsmanship 
throughout the match. Special mention also goes to Granger Wheatley who played the first 
quarter for Camberwell to make up their numbers. He was awarded the gameday medal by 
Camberwell. Congratulations Granger and well played! Final scores Sharks 14.9. 93 
Camberwell 2.1. 13

Captains: Logan Hamilton & James McGowan

Effort Awards: Will Laurence & Isaiah Thomas

UNDER 10 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 McIntyre Justin 27 Thomas Isaiah
3 Brown Indy 30 Arifovic Keegan
5 Eastwood Campbell 32 McDonald Eamon
6 DiGrazia Noah 33 Hine Cohen
7 Tasca Daniel 34 Halls Harry
8 McGowan Sean 38 Kinnear Cash
9 Paciocci Luke 41 Brown Harrison
10 Laurence William 44 Shamloo Liam
11 Daley Josh 45 Hamilton Logan
14 Sonderhof Logan 49 Wheatley Granger
15 Stephen Alexander 50 Wallace Austin
19 Zylan Dominic 51 Williamson Daniel
21 Bullen Fynn

Cohen drives the ball forward in the second 
quarter.

Will and Isaiah presented with their Effort Awards by coach Daniel Bullen after the match.

The Sharks U10 Black boys sing the theme 
song loud and proud.
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Clear sky’s, small ground, windy conditions we knew today would be a shoot out. Our 
instruction to the boys was to kick long with the wind to open up the game and to run and 
carry as much as we can against.

The first ¼ was all ours, with the ball sitting in our forward line for most of the ¼. Mason had 
3 and Lucas 2 for the ¼ and the kicking to lead up forwards in the 1st ¼ was pleasing to see. 
We have been practicing this each week at training and to see it come off so effectively was 
very encouraging.

There was little to complain about at the break as all the boys had contributed well and the 
team effort and 1 percenters was the best it’s been all season. Special mentions to Archie, 
Jack, Max Beach, Jayden and Jacob S for their overall team spirited efforts, it certainly 
doesn’t go unnoticed from the coach’s box. Protecting the ball carrier was the catalyst for us 
going in at the main change 6 goals up.

Message at the change was to keep up the pressure around the footy as we seemed to want 
it more than Fitzroy. Going into the 3rd we had the scoring end and wanted to capitalise, 
unfortunately we blazed away more than the first and kicked 2 goals 8 points, but the effort 
was still sky high and the boys endeavour couldn’t be faulted. Ball sharing was on show with 
Jack, Riley, Jacob B, and Archie repelling the forward line constantly and placing immense 
pressure on the opposition, going in at the last 8 goals up was reward for effort,

The final ¼ was fairly even with the scores remaining the same. All in all a very encouraging 
outing, all 23 boys can go home very comfortable winners and pats on the back to you all for 
well balanced team shared effort.

Well done boys, great brand of footy today and thoroughly deserved your win. Protection for 
the ball carrier, disciplined footy makes us a strong team and it was certainly on show today

Go sharks

Captains: Lachie D, Lachie A, Jack, Cambell

Goal Kickers:  Mason 3, Lucas N 3, Henry 1,Felix 1, Jack 1

Best Players:  Mason, Lucas N, Archie, Lucas H, Jack, Jacob S, Henry Max B, Jayden

 

UNDER 11 RED 
COACH: Rob Sette

SPONSORED BY: 
MCG Windows 

Grant Milton: (03) 9723 9705 

Dickson Plumbing Services 
0410 627 567

Park Orchards 9.16.70 Def 
Fitzroy 4.2.26

UNDER 11 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Hirvonen-Blunt Lukas 16 Nicholls Lucas

2 Sette Jacob 17 Kilworth Felix

3 Young Gabriel 18 Milton Henry

4 Harvie Mason 20 Drummond Campbell

5 Todero Dylan 22 Waddy Bruce

6 Wilson Zac 25 Nicholls Max

7 Leonard Archie 26 Sestan Owen

9 Di Conza Riley 27 Allan Lachlan

10 Bridger Jacob 28 Beach Max

13 Knight James 43 Inglese Jack

14 Steele-Bonney Byron 53 Sultana Jayden

15 Dickson Lachlan
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UNDER 11 BLACK 
COACH: Michael James

SPONSORED BY: 
Canon Toyota 

Rob Little: 9459 3277

Park Orchards (A)  2.   3.  15  Def by   
MacLeod  8.  9.  57   

They always say a week is a long time in football and that sums us up perfectly this week. 
After a every slow start last week with a solid final quarter the boys hit the training track hard 
this week as we had a bit of an honest chat about what effort looks like and what it involves. 

So, we handed over the team selection to the boys and those that had performed well got to 
select their positions first. First cab of the rank though was Seany and Fletch who both played 
their 50th games together. These two little legends are great mates, so it was fitting to have 
them run through the banner together and celebrate this milestone.

In recent weeks we have been slow off the mark. So, to try something different we played 
a scratch match before the game, 5-6 minutes, full tackling, no rules. The boys loved it and 
were ready for battle from the first bounce. With MacLeod kicking with a strong wind our boys 
needed to find every bit of effort they had. Cruz started well in the middle laying a couple of 
strong tackles as Archie continues to grow in confidence as he tackled, harassed, marked and 
battled thru the centre. Ozzie also started very well reading the play to rove the pack multiple 
times to help drive the ball forward. The wind was proving a challenge as we struggled to get 
the ball past half forward.

Our backs fought tooth and nail, lead by Hamish with excellent support from Harry, Bosco, 
Elliot, Jacob and of course Tom Mac as the boys ran to space, kick to space and put 
incredible pressure on the MacLeod forwards. Seany was dominating the wing in his 50th 
while the milestone master, Fletch was furious in the middle and Ollie was getting involved 
at the bottom of packs with a couple of kicks. Even thou we didn’t score the effort and 
endeavour all the boys showed was outstanding.

1st Qtr.: PO 0.0.0 trail MacLeod 1.7.13

Now with the strong wind to our back it was time to attack and the message was clear – get 
the ball and kick it long… Hamish and Tom Mac were brilliant in defence gathering the ball, 
running to space and driving the ball long to the forwards. Ozzie was in his element working 
the space from the centre circle to the goal line, roving, running and using his beautiful long 
left foot.  Speaking of great left foots, Corey the little superstar was playing a ‘Carey like role’, 
bringing his man high up the ground then turning him inside out and running into open space 
and the goals. After some awesome work by his team mates, Corey got the ball at half forward 
sprinted hard, kick long and true for the teams first goal in 4 games. (sorry boys I don’t even 
know who did what I was so excited by the goal), Best thing was all the boys got to Corey to 
celebrate.

½ time – PO 1.0.6 trail MacLeod 2.7.19

The third quarter was hard work. Battling the wind and a fired-up opposition our boys never 
gave up. BT, Archie, Fletch and Broc were all applying plenty of pressure, but every kick 
seemed to sail over our head or bounce to their advantage and 8 minutes of football was the 
difference in the game.

UNDER 11 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Davis Oliver 15 King James
4 Bradshaw Byron 16 Sizer Charlie
5 Foxwell Austin 18 Arbuthnot Sam
6 Ficinus Elliot 19 Read Harrison
8 Taylor Broc 20 Mcdiarmid Will
9 Tang Bosco 21 Noonan Hamish
10 James Archie 22 Mcdiarmid Tom
11 Fletcher Cameron 23 Allan Jordan
12 Kelly Sean 24 Simos Jacob
13 Little Jedd 25 Arifovic Cruz
14 Shallvey Tom

¾ time – PO 1.0.6 trail MacLeod 8.9.57

Our boys weren’t going to taking this lying down and were going to fight tooth and nail to the 
final siren. And that’s exactly what they did. Broc was like a man possessed laying about 15 
tackles for the quarter without receiving 1 free kick… Archie, BT, Hamish, Bosco, Harry, James 
and Fletch, to name a few were really starting get under the skin of MacLeod as they started 
playing dirty when things didn’t go their way. Our boys stood strong, stood up for their mates 
and worn their jumper with pride. James & Seany on the wing kept giving us plenty of ball into 
the forward line, Sam and Will continued to try hard and Jordy constantly put his head over 
the ball helping to move the ball forward. Byron was busting open the packs with big “don’t 
argues” and breaking tackles and was desperately unlucky not to have kicked a goal.

Attack after attack, they boys were desperate, and nothing was going to stop them kicking 
another kick. 

Enter our man Ozzie. After a real purple patch and many possessions, exhaust but still willing 
himself on and desperately unlucky when an opposition player convinced his own umpire his 
right foot snap hit the post, Ozzie 20 seconds later found himself kicking true with another 
right foot snap. It was glorious to watch and exciting to see all the boys enjoy the moment.

For all they cared, they had just won the game. This, for me, was the moment of the season. 
We have had our backs to the wall for 10 weeks battling against stronger teams, yet when it 
matters we have shown resilience, built character and strengthened our mateship.

Full Time – PO 2.3.15 lost to MacLeod 8.9.57

Today were proved to ourselves, that hard work and effort is what good teams are made of 
and with a bit of luck it could have been a very different result...

Congratulations to Sean & Fletch on playing your 50th games.

Captain:  Sean Kelly & Fletcher Cameron (Co-Captain) 

Goal Kickers: Corey Sekac – 1, Austin Foxwell - 1

Best players: Austin Foxwell, Tom MacDiarimid, Archie James, Corey Sekac, Fletcher 
Cameron & Sean Kelly, 
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Sean and Fletcher 50 game banner from U11 black

MILESTONE GAMES
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Sun shining and the deck at Domeney Reserve was in magnificent condition. Captains Joel 
Stephens & Will Tait spoke to the boys before the 1st bounce and the message was clear - lets 
get off to a good start.

1st bounce saw a great tap to a rover on the move and a centre clearance; unfortunately no 
goal but you could tell the boys were on song. They were running hard, backing each other up 
and really applying the things we have been learning. 
We went in at 1/4 time up by 3 points; after St Marys kicked a good team goal.

The work rate and 2nd & 3rd efforts by the boys was great with the tackling and harassing 
pressure nothing short of brilliant. Some ordinary kicking in front of goal but at 1/2 time we 
were up by some 20 odd points. The 3rd quarter was a dogfight with St Marys really using 
the wind; but to our boys credit they didn’t give up; and whilst the ball did spend most of the 
quarter in their forwardline we did manage 1 good goal.

We spoke at 3/4 time about doing the team things and the scoreboard would take care of 
itself; and that it did.

Nathan Draeger - Did some really good things when playing in the backline.

Will Tait - Tough, hard as usual and will be kicking himself he missed that goal

Copper Smith - Kicked a ripper and showed some real poise on several occasions

Harry Smit - Really competed hard & dished off some great handballs

Max Dominko - Ever reliable, took some great marks and leads his team every time he takes 
the field

Allen Guo - Tough as nails, repeat tackler and tackles hard - Kicked his 1st Sharks Goal & the 
Boys Loved it

Lachlan Quinn - Great Game - Clever and played 4 very good quarters

Andrew Holt - Oakes - Like a good bottle of red - Just keeps getting better - Absolutely great 
game from the big fella

Joel Stephens - Brilliant game from the speedster; unlucky he missed a few goals

Tom Worthington - Awesome across half back and then kicked 2 when he went forward

Jake Galstians - Awesome game - Got stacks of the ball and made St Marys pay when they 
got it

UNDER 12 RED 
COACH: Bevan Smillie & David Worthington

SPONSORED BY:

Smilsafe  
Ph: 0425 734 739 

www.smilsafe.com.au

Natskin (03) 9876 7881

Park Orchards 7.15.57 Def  
Kew Rovers 1.2.8

UNDER 12 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Stephens Joel 13 Tymms Jacob
2 Di Conza Lachlan 15 Smit Harry
3 Fortington Jack 17 Holt-Oakes Andrew
4 Stumpf Gabriel 18 Nitz Oliver
7 Galstians Joshua 19 Worthington Thomas
8 Turner Cameron 20 Albers Daniel
9 Dominko Max 21 Smillie Josh
10 Quinn Lachlan 22 Draeger Nathan
11 Tait William 23 Smith Cooper
12 Galstians Jake

Josh Galstians - Brilliant Game - He’s nicknamed Silk for a reason

Lachlan Di Conza - Good game; back after a big holiday

Jacob Tymms - Looked great up forward and nearly kicked a ripper in the 2nd; -  Again solid 
as a rock across half back

Oliver Nitz - Brilliant game - Took a stack of marks, tackles like a beast and makes his team 
mates a foot taller when he plays like that

Jack Fortington - Everywhere Jack; stacks of posessions and then kicked a well deserved 
goal

Gabe Stumpf - Brilliant game at CHF - Just gives his team mates a target all the time - 
Kicked a great goal (Could have had 4)

And when all that takes place you win by 8 goals - Great work boys - But we have 3 tough 
games ahead so lets work hard at training

Go Sharks

Captains:  Joel Stephens & Will Tait

Goal Kickers: Tom Worthington 2, Josh Galstians 1, Cooper Smith 1, Jack Fortington 1, 
Gabe Stumpf & Allen Guo (1st Sharks Goal)

Best players: Brilliant Team Effort
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UNDER 12 BLACK 
COACH: Jason Hutchinson

SPONSORED BY

Splash Editing  
Ph: 0413 384 358  

www.splashediting.com.au

Elephant & Co 
Jeremy Thomas 0409 864 910

Park Orchards B  8.9-57  Def  
Brunswick  1.0-6

What a cracking day to play footy. The sun was out and being an 11:30am game the boys 
turned up awake and ready to roll. Prior to the game we spoke about our last match against 
Brunswick, where we dominated most of the game but squandered our shots at goals and 
allowed them back into the game and just about got run over in the last quarter. We knew 
Brunswick thought they were a good chance against us and with the ladder still to be decided 
we really need to lock this one away to aim for a top two finish.

The boys got off to a fantastic start winning the ball out of the middle and sending it deep into 
our forward line. Our pressure on the ball was fantastic and it wasn’t long before Will kicked 
our first with a long bomb from the pocket that cleared the pack and bounced through the 
goals. The boys were pumped and it didn’t take long for Finn and Lachlan to put another 2 on 
the board, giving us 3 for the quarter. What a great start! 

Brunswick had the wind in the second quarter so we knew that we had to defend hard and 
deny them from scoring. Flynn was brutal across the ground but the collective performance 
of the entire backline was the highlight of the quarter for me. Oscar played a brilliant captains 
game running hard and rebounding the ball. Oli P and Bara kept Brunswick’s two best players 
touchless and Dan, Bailey and Adamo applied huge amounts of pressure across the ground 
keeping Brunswick goalless. To top it off Sammy P kicked a fantastic goal to put us 4 goals up 
at half time.

Heading into the 3rd quarter we didn’t make any changes to the team as we didn’t want to 
change a team that was performing so brilliantly and the boys didn’t disappoint. Sammy 
P kicked 4 for the quarter putting the nail in the coffin. It was an impressive haul but it is 
important to note the work from all the forwards that helped make that possible. Connor 
ran hard and created opportunities all day, Josh C got plenty of the ball, Adam ran hard and 
was under the packs, Lachlan was his deadly best and Sammy V gave us a big target up 
forward. And we can’t forget the midfield who dominated Brunswick all day with hard running 
and tackling. Max dominated the ruck, Will was outstanding, his first two quarters where 
amazing….he had the ball on a string, Finn was in and under, Flynn was everywhere and all 
over Brunswick, Kye cleaned up everything and Layne was deadly on the wing with great 
running. 

Heading into the last quarter we moved the boys around a bit to give some boys a rest and 
to give the backs an opportunity up forward and into the middle. Although we didn’t kick any 
goals in the last, we still kept Brunswick to one goal which was a great effort. 

The boys have shown us what they can do when they are on song. The best thing about this 
win was that it was a great team effort. All of the boys played a major part in what was an 
outstanding team performance.

Captain: Oscar B (Captain)

Goal Kickers: Sammy P (5), Will K (1), Finn (1), Lachlan S (1)

Best players: Will, Sammy P, Kye, Flynn, Layne, Oscar, Max
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UNDER 13 RED 
COACH: Damian Smith

SPONSORED BY:

JNJ Electrics

Pneutech 
1300 879 613

Sharks 6.6.42 Def 
Kew Comets 2.3.15

This weeks game saw us at home against Kew. After a loss last game we needed the boys to 
come through and not get run over as the season progresses and playing Kew was a danger 
game as they are on the bottom of the ladder.

The game was a tough fought contest from the outset with Kew keeping us on our toes 
and it was great to be able to play a few of our boys play in positions they have become 
accustomed too. 

With Damo off jet setting around the world it was left up to Morcs and I to hold down the fort 
and for the first game since the start of the year we had a bench. This saw us start (jnr) Morcs 
on the bench to recover from jet lag  with him running on during the first qtr into the backline 
doing what he does best.

Speaking of the backline without our Captain for the day, Osc holding down the fort at fullback 
and Oakesey punching the ball from behind the game could have gone the other way.

With ‘big’ Dempsey down forward we started a smaller runners up on the wing including 
Smithy, Sebby, Fraser and Sammy H letting Matty Parrot and Dempsey snag goals in the 
forward line.

The on ballers fed by Ace leaping high over their big men, saw JT and Tommy Rees sending 
the ball into our forward line. Ace had a great day on the ball all day as he swapped with JT to 
beat some larger opponents.

Our half back line was strong feeding Demps led by Sonders and Foxy who swapped with the 
onballers to keep momentum our way. 

Was asked the boys to run and create space which saw Tobias ‘Killer’ Kilkenny have a great 
run down the members wing out pacing his opponents to deliver the ball into the forward line. 

At the end we scrapped home by just over a goal as Kew came home with the wind. It was a 
great team effort with Sammy S, Dave B, Coops and Humey all contributing in some way to 
ensure the boys had a great win!

Best -  Ace, Foxy, Demps, JT, Oakesey, Kilkenny 

UNDER 13 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Tovey Joshua 12 Morcom Tom

2 Lee Sebastian 14 Rees Thomas

4 King Fraser 16 Sonderhof William

5 Broadbent David 17 Kilkenny Tobias

6 Parrott Matthew 18 Pollock Oscar

7 Harrison Sam 19 Oakes Bradley

8 Dempsey James 20 Stephens Sam

9 Smith Zac 21 Hume Bradley

10 Adama Acelin 23 Trembath Cooper

11 Foxwell Joel 24 Morgan Jamison
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UNDER 14 RED 
COACH: Andrew Schafer

SPONSORED BY:

JNJ Electrics

Warran Glen Garden Centre & Cafe 
www.warranglen.com.au

NO REPORT

UNDER 13 BLACK 
COACH: Rob Clark

SPONSORED BY:

Ravida 
www.ravida.com.au

All Over Bins 
1300 555 087

Park Orchards 3.3.21 Def by 
Ivanhoe 12.9.81

Our home game at Bulleen (again) this week vs Ivanhoe who we drew with earlier in the year.  
After we thought we would have a full squad to chose from some unwelcomed illnesses to 
Rhys & Ben W & a broken finger to Jacob wasn’t a great start.  We wish all those boys speedy 
recoveries.  Yared was also unavailable on acting duties.  And when we lost Remi during the 
warm-up to a rolled ankle, we wondered which ladder we had walked under!

15 players using 3 opposition fill-ins plus beinge asked to kick into the wind in the first quarter 
was always going to make it a difficult task.  Unfortunately Ivanhoe found their groove early & 
posted 4 goals in quick succession.  We then tightened up & they found the going much more 
difficult.  Harry was trying hard in the middle & James was great on his wing.  Mitch put his body 
on the line a number of times & Charlie moving to the back line saw us much more competitive.  
Ben S continues to show great poise at full back.  We restricted them to the 4 goals but had some 
work to do in the 2nd quarter when we had the wind.

Big Dan W moved forward as our marking target but again we struggled to penetrate the forward 
50.  Instead, Bo, Charlie & Brodie continued to thwart Ivanhoe attacks.  Blake was good all day 
around the ball with his tap work.  Some good play from Harry saw us get the ball forward where 
Dan W took a towering mark & kicked truly.  We also had 1 passage of play involving Harry again, 
Boston with a good mark & handball back to Harry then a long kick to Dan S who ran hard.  More 
plays like that boys & we really start to show what we are capable of.  5 goals down at half time.

The 3rd quarter went much like the first.  Lucas continued to run both ways & took some nice 
marks. Brodie attacked the ball hard.  Matt began to showcase his running ability & class.  
Solomon is also as reliable as they come.  After demonstrating his great agiility in the backline 
for the 1st half, he moved onto the ball also with great effect.  Ivanhoe with the wind played well 
however & we turned to the last quarter with a 10 goal deficit. 

With nothing to lose we flicked players around.  Mitch on his wing again tried really hard & won a 
number of free kicks.  Oscar was outstanding the final quarter moved into the middle.  His long, 
quick kicks resulting in our 2nd goal & the 2nd for Dan W. Harry also kicked forward for Dan W to 
score his 3rd goal in an outstanding display.

UNDER 13 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Smith Daniel 13 Evangelista Remi
2 Breen Bo 14 Leaumont Jacob
3 Prunty Harrison 15 Watt Matthew
4 Ramage Lucas 16 Brown Solomon
6 Jones Rhys 18 White Daniel
7 Sette Ben 19 Scott Yared
9 Clark Mitchell 21 Waddy Ben

10 Lynch Oscar 22 Keane Blake
11 Vermeulen Brown Charlie 25 Maynes Brodie
12 D’Alberto James 26 Harvie Boston

We were outclassed, out-numbered & out on our feet by the end of the game but we could hold 
our heads up high.  The Sharks won the last quarter which is testament to the competitiveness of 
this group.  We were very proud of the efforts of everyone.  Our pressure was good all day.  Our 
tackling very good this week.  If we can string our plays together a few more times we will put a 
lot of teams in the last 3 rounds.

Go SHARKS!!!!

Captains:  Matt

Goal Kickers:  Dan W (3)

Best players:  Dan W, Ben S, Charlie, Solomon, Oscar, Mitch, James
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UNDER 14 BLACK 
COACH: Kim O’Connor

SPONSORED BY:
AKT Trophy Centre 

Keith Hudson: 9725 4339 
RNG Lawyers 

Adrian Riccioni: 9739 7377

Park Orchards Black 7:6:48  Def by  
Fitzroy 7:7:49

UNDER 14 BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Smeed Ryan 15 Li Kevin

2 O'Connor Joshua 17 Dimauro Angelo

5 Tymms Isaac 18 Watts Liam

7 Duffy Ben 20 Currie Finn

9 Leach James 21 Mahadeva Brinthan

11 Fisher Edward 22 Goss Jordan

12 Keyes Dylan 23 Vella Orlando

13 Wade Flynn 24 D'souza Shannon

14 Maramba Tadiwa 27 Cahill Zachary

SO SO CLOSE – 1 POINT LOSS TO TOPSIDE

Playing against the topside in our Division we were prepared to take the game.   Like previous 
weeks a number of outs were being backfilled with player from U13 sides playing in early 
games.

From the first bounce the team played with great spirit, winning the centre clearances and 
holding their positions and setting up the defensive structure.

Kicking against the wind we kept the opponents to 4 points and then in the second quarter 
our long and direct play resulted in the team kicking 4 goals, to see us a head at half time.

The opposition in the third quarter took advantage of the wind and went into the final quarter 
with a three goal lead. Our momentum in the third quarter was stifled with a season ending 
injury (wrist fracture) to our Captain & 100 Gamer James Leech.

Entering into the last quarter the on-ballers were tasked with the need to win the centre 
clearances which was achieved, unfortunately a couple of unfavourable decisions resulted in a 
goal to the opposition.  The boys rallied and responded with three quick goals, moving the ball 
quickly and with purpose.

The game for the next five minutes was in the hands of the players - they took the game on 
and our defence withstood a number of attacking plays - we countered a kicked a final goal, 
believing we had hit the front as the siren went  - the team to have a last minute scoreboard 
adjustment resulting in the opposition crossing the line by a point.

Captain: James Leech

Best: Ben Duffy,Zac Cahill, Finn Currie, Isaac Tymms, Ryan Smeed, Flynn Wade

Goals:  Ben Duffy  (4) Josh O’Connor (3)
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UNDER 15 RED 
COACH: Rob Ameer

SPONSORED BY: 
Screenhouse Effects 

Park Orchards 10.10.70 Def  
Bulleen-Temp 6.13.49

OH SO GOOD TO get a “W” on the ledger after a few challenging weeks where the result did 
not go our way.

What was encouraging was that the players knew what had to be done on the weekend and 
went about getting on with the job from the outset.

Team rules were followed very well for the first quarter and it created scoring opportunities 
from both field goals, and scoring opportunities at ground level, as the clearance machine, 
led by Brock and Tommy, with JB and Mullet in the middle went to work, and the forwards 
were able to create opportunities by hunting the footy at ground level with Foxy getting tons of 
ground ball and Rossi being instrumental in the air. On top of that, the defensive six were able 
to restrict forward movement and Finn executed the ball intercept brilliantly and Braydogger 
getting the crumbs and discharging the ball to an opportunity every time with excellent ball 
skills.

The other excellent part of the first quarter was the defensive mechanism of the “POSITION 1” 
set up and the scoring opportunities that were created from the kick in, with at least 4 shots 
on goal from kick-ins.

THE SECOND QUARTER WAS NOT OUR BEST, with the team rules thrown out the door and 
reactive football played for the 20 mins, and an on mass brain fade seemed to exist.

A discussion at half time seemed to re-align the mentality of the playing group to that of the 
coaching staff and the third quarter was one of our best for the year in terms of team rules 
adopted and followed, which denied the opposition of scoring opportunities and possession, 
with slick ball movement, to targets, at a comfortable distance, with sensational accuracy. 

All in all it was a great day for the team, with a real benchmark reached at how we can use and 
utilise the ball to advantage and get the “W” in the ledger that we sooooo desperately look for 
across the year.

Some guys that are starting to hit their straps in confidence, ball use and enjoyment of 
their footy should be mentioned. Oga, Tobey, Prisoner 29864 and both LJ and Finn all have 
had marked improvements over the year and are now important parts of the team and the 
next man up idea. I thought that Luke Cormack and Ed Phillips are now both settled in and 
performing brilliantly as first year members of the team and across the board Sam Linkin has 
had a great year as a true utility player for the team. Buzz reads the ball brilliantly and has 
made the defensive wing position his own in the last 4 weeks.

UNDER 15 RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

? Halls Oscar 12 Phillips Edward

1 McMahon Bailey 13 Harrisson Ben

2 Cantwell Harrison 14 Scott Brayden

3 Skien Cayden 15 Foxwell Owen

4 Draffin Tobey 17 Kouteris Charlie

5 Faulkner Matthew 18 Linkin Samuel

6 Cormack Luke 19 Sonderhof Thomas

7 Nitz Brock 20 Wallis Matthew

8 Didier Finn 22 Rossimel Jack

9 Ameer Henry 23 Haas Jordan

10 Brown Jesse 25 Jury Lachlan

THINGS THAT I LIKED:-
•	 Team	rules	adhered	to	for	the	second	half.
•	 Expectation	that	the	spread	was	the	best	option	to	open	the	ground	up
•	 Attack	on	the	ball	at	ground	level
•	 Pressure	on	the	ball	in	the	third	quarter

AREAS TO IMPROVE ON:-
•	 Brain	engaged	100%	of	the	time
•	 Using	the	ball	well	when	we	have	it
•	 Increasing	our	pressure	around	stoppages
•	 Attack	on	footy	at	spillages,	and	winning	it	back
•	 Back	line	rolling	up	to	engage	with	the	footy	sooner	(Full	court	press)

Goal Kickers: Owen 5, Rossi 2, Jb, Mullet and Slamming Sammy Linkin, one a piece

Best afield for the day: Foxy, Brock, Tommy, Rossi, Sammy, JB, Mullet and the defensive 
six (who get the chics)

Kew Comets this week and tons of opportunity for positional changes and new challenges.

GO SHARKS, GO ORCH 18
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COLTS RED 
COACH: Paris Harvie

SPONSORED BY:

Earthlink Contractors

Warran Glen Garden Centre & Cafe 
www.warranglen.com.au

NO REPORT
COLTS RED Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 James Kye 16 Brown Gus
2 Harvie Ethan 17 Stevens Luke
3 Magnano Alex 18 Purcell Matthew
6 Wallis Ben 19 Gawel Lachlan
7 O'Connor James 20 Harrap Tyson
8 Munro Lachie 21 Bates Josh
9 Hayes Cameron 22 Bolton Finn
10 Panza Benjamin 23 Bridger Jesse
11 Smead William 24 Braunthal Zac
12 Standish George 25 Reyneke Sebastian
13 Woods Declan 27 Taylor Isaac
14 Romas Zac 28 Antonino Nicholas
15 Prunty Tyler 29 Fowkes Jayden
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COLTS BLACK 
COACH: Andrew Spiteri

SPONSORED BY:

Spiteri Jaguar 
Andrew Spiteri: 9899 4851

Resi Ventures 
Anthony Braunthal: 0416 069 959

Sharks 8.5.53 Def 
Bundoora 7.9.51

Last week has been put behind us. This week we fronted to play Bundoora at our ground.

When we last played Bundoora in May, I wrote this after the game.

After half time, Bundoora increased their intensity. They used their bigger bodies in the contest 
to their advantage, they hunted in packs and they intimidated our side. It shows that the Colts 
level of football will make demands of the players to stand strong and withstand that sort of 
pressure by digging deep. Your coaches are highly experienced in this and you need to talk to 
them about this. As a result Bundoora gained the ascendancy in each of the next 2 quarters 
and ran out winners 8 Goals 16 behinds 64 to 3 Goals 3 behinds 21. If they had kicked straight 
it would have been a disaster.

Bundoora is a team made up of almost all top age lads. Lads who have eaten steak for dinner 
since they were 2 years old. They are big bodied, strong, intimidating and they have a large 
collection of beards across the team.

But this week we were determined to dig deep. The atmosphere in the rooms beforehand 
conveyed that. The boys listened intently to the coaches before the game and some honest 
truths were discussed. To their credit the boys took that energy out onto the ground.

Bundoora had first use of a 4-5 goal breeze in the first quarter but failed to capitalize on it. 
That was due to the pressure that our backs and mids were bringing to the contest. The score 
at quarter time was Bundoora 2 goals 5 behinds to Park Orchards 1 goal 1 behind.

In the second and with good movement and tenacity Park Orchards scored 4 goals 2 behinds 
to Bundooras 1 goal. The score at half time was 33 to 23 in our favour.

Although we failed to score in the third quarter our pressure on the Bundoora team forced 
them to squander many opportunities although we were very lucky that one player hit the post 
with his roost from about 60 metres. Bundoora scored 2 goals 4 behinds for the quarter and 
led 39 to 33 at the last with the wind strengthening.

The mood in the pack at ¾ time was very positive and the boys responded. There were some 
very tired and sore boys out there but the rotations kept fresh players ready. Will Newton 
kicked a ripper from 45 out on the flank and Macca got one also before I had to leave the 
game with an injured Ben Gill ( buckle fracture of the wrist 4-6 weeks in a backslab).

COLTS BLACK Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

20 Holmes Lachlan 37 Cullen Jack
23 Tout Tommy 38 Button Samuel
25 Podmore Billy 39 O'connor Charlie
26 Gill Ben 40 Stone Ethan
27 Appleby Mason 41 Begley Noah
28 Wallace Kane 42 Hickey Declan
29 Newton Will 43 Smith Ryan
30 Archer Jackson 44 Spiteri Mclaren
31 Hartnett Max 45 Taylor Josh
32 Swan William 46 Siesmaa Fraser
33 Conlan Jack 47 Pellinger-Riley Brock
34 Mackay William 48 Leonard Jake
35 Greaney Liam 49 Choveaux Tim
36 Elliott Jack 50 Ryan Zac

Therefore I wasn’t there to see Will Newton kick the clutch goal at the end to win the game for 
Orch.

This was a strong win against bigger bodies. It was a win against a team that tried to 
intimidate us but we refused to back down. It was a win in a tight, fiercely fought contest.

This was a great win

As always we did it for our sponsors RESI Ventures and V&A Spiteri Independent Jaguar 
Specialists.

I don’t like to single out players but great games to many of the boys especially Zach Ryan 
and Will Newton. Neither of you stopped all day.
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UNDER 11 GIRLS 
COACH:  Jason Dove & Tim Dawson

SPONSORED BY: 
Appleby Real Estate 

8727 9555

Park Orchards Sharks 2.13.25  Def by 
Glen Iris H 4.2.26

The sun shone again we headed to Glen Iris to take on a raging top two team on their home 
ground.  Two of our players in Shania D’Souza and Grace Dawson were unavailable this week 
leaving us with five interchange players.  Of these five, two of our players played for Glen Iris 
each quarter as they were down on numbers.  Thanks very much to all who assisted with this.

Our captains for the day in Sienna Pollock and Bonnie SJ gave us all the motivation required 
pre game with some stirring words of advice, we welcomed back Elena Pelosi from injury and 
Mia Bosna slipped back into the team having missed the week prior.

It was set to be huge task trying to knock off a top two-team set to play finals but all on 
the sidelines could tell from the first bounce we were up for the fight.  Our centre four were 
outstanding contributors all day in Willow Harvey, Sienna Pollock, Bonnie SJ and Allie King.  
All played hard tough games pushing the ball into our forward line setting up the scoring.  Allie 
King went on to win the ‘Drink’ award after another dominant display.  Well played Allie.

When Glen Iris took control in the second quarter our back line stepped up Ella Saunders, 
Ellie Bryant, Emily Caldwell, Scarlett McInerney, Indi Tovey and Mia Bosna all working together 
as a team to combat their scoring opportunities. Ella Saunders eventually went on to win the 
Opposition Medal in a terrific performance.  Congratulations Ella, your hard training is paying 
off.

Our forwards threatened all day as we had fifteen shots on goal.  Grace Bettiol, Jaide Scott, 
Charlise Doolan, Ruby Caldwell, Charlotte Peterson and Georgia Taylor all stuck to the task of 
trying to keep the ball inside the forward zone and impacted the score board more than any 
other game.

Mia SJ came off the bench and played another huge game and was well supported by Zara 
Dove, Elena Pelosi, Zahra Nyariri and Macy Vendel.  It was great to see all these girls winning 
the ball, trying to get first hands on it, tackling, chasing and using their voices.

It was fair to say we won the first quarter, Glen Iris won the second, the third quarter was a 
real arm wrestle with no team being dominant then we dominated the last quarter.  We finished 
the game with fifteen shots on goal to their six and lost.  It goes to show inaccuracy in front of 
goals costs you wins. In my mind all week I was thinking about how we could stop the Glen 
Iris machine from kicking so many goals against us and I should have been focused on how 
much we can win this game by – especially considering our performance against Richmond 
the week prior.

Our girls were amazing this week.  Tim had them finely tuned on the training track Tuesday 
night and reported in to me that they trained the house down.  Our performance was so good 
to watch from the sidelines and a pleasure to be involved in. The coaching team and support 
crew were really proud of your efforts in a huge team performance.

See you back on the training track this coming Tuesday night as we prepare for our last home 
game of the season.

UNDER 11 GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 King Allie 13 Doolan Charlise
2 Bryant Ellie 14 Peterson Charlotte
4 Caldwell Ruby 17 Caldwell Emily
5 Dawson Grace 18 D'souza Shania
6 Pollock Sienna 19 Vendel Macy
7 Bosna Mia 20 Spencer-Jones Bonnie
8 Dove Zara 21 Scott Jaide
9 Nyariri Zahra 22 Harvie Willow
10 Saunders Ella 31 Bettiol Grace
11 Tovey Indianna 55 Spencer-Jones Mia
12 McInerney Scarlett 56 Pelosi Elena

Go SHARKS!

Captains: Bonnie Spencer Jones & Sienna Pollock

Goal Kickers: Grace Bettiol & Willow Harvey

Opposition Medal: Ella Saunders

‘You’ve earned a Drink’ Award: Allie King

Best Players: Massive Team Effort!   
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UNDER 12 GIRLS 
COACH: Tim Rule

SPONSORED BY:

EASTLAND

Sharks.  8. 10. 58  Def  
Brunswick   0.0.0

UNDER 12 GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

3 Bastide Haylee 22 Knight Demi
4 Modz-Manson Rose 27 Lomen Alicia
5 Green Charlotte 30 McLeod Amber
7 Moran Madeline 32 Brimelow Charlotte

10 Mercer Lily 33 Rule Tegan
11 Peters Jayde 39 Grace Samantha
12 Servinis Mia 40 Nash Molly
13 Young Mary 41 Stone Bethany
14 Rule Lacey 42 Draeger Madeline
18 Miriklis Zoe 64 Smith Amy

Sharks win 10 straight 

Once again we have not let the opposition score and not only that we’ve managed to get 
some familiar names on the goals scored list and some unfamiliar names aswell !

The first quarter was played in our half with our Co-Captains Rose Mods- Manson & Madz 
Draeger deciding to kick into the wind! It payed of with a 3 goal to zip first term and the 
hardest part of my job keeping the forward line open!

The second quarter went the same way with our wall being well and truly impenetrable and 
the on ball crew of Mia, Hayley & Madz doing as they please but with only 2 goals our way 
Brunswick had made it a scrappy game but the lead was 5 goals to zip at the main break!

With one or two decent forward thrusts by Brunswick in the third quarter our defense stood up 
brilliantly with the Rule girls waxing beautifully and Zoe Miriklis & Mary Young getting plenty of 
the ball we repelled all of them to be 6 goals up at 3 quarter time !

The last quarter was once again played in our half with the inclusion of Jayde Peters in the 
ruck and our on ballers giving us plenty of opportunities we finished 58 point victors!

The game was set up & won in the first half by our midfield division and Mia, Haylee & Madz 
had the ball on a string !

Couple that with the wonderful skill of Charlotte Brimelow kicking 3 first half goals 

the victory was always ours but once again it was the method of sharing the foootball the 
shepherding and continual selflessness makes everyone walk away really happy to have 
watched another Sharks game!

Goal Scorers: Charlotte Brimelow 3, Haylee Bastide 1, Amy Smith 1, Madz Draeger 1, 
Beth Stone 1, Molly Nash 1.

Best players: Molly Nash, Amy Smith, Madz Draeger, Mia Servinis & Charlotte Brimelow.

Special mentions to Alicia & Amber ,Haylee & Beth who continue to get lots of the footy & are 
a big part of what makes this team really fun to be a part of !

Go Sharks 
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UNDER 13 GIRLS 
COACH: Mike Newton

SPONSORED BY:

CVA PROPERTY 
Ian Angelico: 9654 2311

Eastland

Kew Comets 1  5. 7. 37  Def  
Park Orchards  0. 2. 2

The Sharks journeyed to Victoria Park in Kew to take on the number 1 team from Kew 
Comets. We had learnt a lot from our last meeting with the top of the table Comets. Firstly 
they were very good team. Secondly, and more importantly, a sensational second half from 
our girls had proven that we could well and truly mix it with them and that we would not be 
intimidated by them.

The Sharks started the first quarter strongly, despite the comets having a solid wind at their 
backs, the Sharks held good field position and were winning more than their share of the ball. 
Our tackling pressure was the best that I have seen it this season. It was not until the later 
stages of the quarter that the Comet were able to hit the score board with a couple of goals.

The sharks went into the second with a real belief in the fact that they were well and truely 
in this game. They had to take full advantage of kicking to the scoring end to ensure the 
scoreboard told an accurate tale of the competitiveness of the game. Despite holding the ball 
in our forward area the majority of the game all the Sharks could show for the efforts was two 
points.

The girls were going to have to work hard to hold the Comets in the third quarter and try come 
home strongly in the final quarter. They also had player numbers working against them with no 
subs. While the Comets seemed to have an army of players sitting on the bench. The Comets 
were getting on top despite the Sharks strong efforts. 

With a five goal deficit at three quarter time, the Sharks were up against it to get a win. Despite 
their best efforts on the day they once again went down to the extremely strong Kew Comets 
team. It is not often a Coach tells his team how proud he is of them following a loss. This week 
I did! To put it into perspective last time we met the Comets lead by four goals at the end of 
the first quarter. Today the Sharks had held them to the same margin for the entire game. Who 
knows what next time will bring….

Captain: Zarly

Best Players: Charli, Lily, Amy, Ashleigh
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It was beautiful sunny Sunday afternoon and the crowd turned out to see the battle between 
two teams near the top of the table.  With four girls out of the side, who have so far kicked a 
total of 77 goals between them, the Sharks brains trust knew we were going to be up against 
it to kick a winning score.  As Kay was somewhere in the Barossa Valley, Heath stepped into 
the role of Runner. Luckily someone had worded the paramedic up about Heath’s training for 
the Melbourne Marathon, and he parked himself practically in the Sharks coaching box.  This 
was comforting also for Michael K, who had been thrown the boundary umpire whistle, given 
that his last performance in this role is still being shown at YJFL umpire funniest videos night. 

Game on.  Kew had prepared well and threw everything at the Sharkettes in the first quarter.  
The writing appeared to be on the wall, seven Kew scoring shots to our one. Kew were here to 
play. They used the ball well through the corridor and we did our best to hold on against a gale 
force wind. At quarter time we were lucky to only be 11 points down with Kew 2.5.17 to our 
one goal.

The quarter time address was as sharp as the wind.  We asked the girls to step up and play 
our brand of football, instead of chasing Kew around the park.  WOW, what a turn around.  
The next three quarters of football is a testament to the girls dedication to training and 
subsequent increase in ability across the whole group. They ran, carried, bounced, tackled 
and kicked straight.  At every contest, there were two Park Orchards players to one Kew 

UNDER 15 RED GIRLS 
COACH: Heath Lee

SPONSORED BY: 
SOUTHERN STATES GROUP 

Wayne Taylor: 8689 7111

Park Orchards 11.4.70 Def  
Kew 4.9.33

Alannah proving size doesn’t matter in a tackle Jazzie with some fancy ruckwork

UNDER 15 RED GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

2 Kristen Bertoldi 14 Jade Hutchinson

3 Sahana Pote 16 Natalie Broadbent

4 Jorja Livingstone 20 Chelsea Dunoon

5 Chloe Lee 22 Lauren Knowles

6 Alannah Boell 23 Jasmine Taylor

9 Mia McAuliffe 24 Tilly Hodgson

10 Matilda Rae 50 Layla Prince

11 Sophie Harvie 51 Zoe Douglas

12 Flynn Peters 52 Vasiliki Karamitos

player.  By half time it was the Sharkettes up by 7 points.  Sharks 5.1.31 to Kew 3.6.24

The effort and attack on the ball in the second half was  fearless.  Kew were so rattled they 
started playing an extra player on the ground to try and plug the dam wall.  They didn’t realise 
our Team Manager was on top of their tactics and traversed to the Coach’s box for the rest of 
the half as they kept trying to sneak on extra players. 

Vas tackled so strongly that she dragged a Kew player on top of her, crushing her underneath, 
and much to her disgust spent the rest of the game recovering on the bench.  Lu decided 
that she was wasting energy running around the Kew girls, so didn’t break stride and started 
running straight through them.  Lauren liked the look of what Lu was doing and joined in. She 
should consider a shot at Ninja Warrior, given her second, third and fourth efforts.  Hanni was 
tackling girls twice her size and then belting the ball 40m to the boundary, whilst Nat popped 
up kicking a goal on the run. One day the opposition might learn it’s not wise to knock Nat 
over, because she comes back at you twice as hard.  Lana was utilising her speed on the 
forward line, turning on the after burners and leaving Kew in a trail of dust as she kicked 5 
majors.  Ava played up for us again and competed as hard as the rest of the Team and topped 
off her day with two goals.  Zoe was marking across the 50m line and then delivering lace out 
to leads, while Jazzie joined the party and was the recipient of beautiful ruck work clearing 
the ball.  Jade and Kristen used the second half of the match to etch up possessions and 
stamp their authority on the game.  Flynn and Chelsea locked the back line down with Flynn’s 
trademark epic runs and Chelsea’s trademark never give up attitude. Chels does not stop until 
the ball is out of the danger zone, against 1, 2 or 3 opposition players.  Top that combination 
off with the two Tilly’s working out of the middle and grinding the opposition in to the ground 
and BOOM you have a winning combination.

In what turned out to be one of the best team performances of the season, the girls ran out on 
top 11.4.70 to 4.9.33.  Great win. Well done

Captain: Kristen Bertoldi

Goals: Alannah Boell (5), Lauren Knowles (3), Ava Leonard (2), Natalie Broadbent (1)

Best players: Lauren Knowles, Layla Prince, Alannah Boell, Chelsea Dunoon, Jasmine 
Taylor, Flynn Peters
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A perfect winters day for footy saw the Sharks take on the Gladiators at Domeney in a close, 
hard-fought encounter between both sides.

Great pressure in the first quarter with a particularly strong tackle from Sophie Hirst setting 
the tone. Clearance out of the middle by Zoe Servinis with a penetrating kick into the forward 
50 and rewarded with the forwards pressuring the opposition into some early errors, with a 
strong mark by Victoria Turner followed by the first goal of the match to the Sharks. Another 
attempt shortly after was touched on the line by the Glen Iris defenders. Later in the quarter 
a phenomenal kick from centre-half forward by Zoe Servinis rolled through for the Sharks’ 
second goal of the quarter. Strong work in the defensive half by Taliah Cameron with clean 
possession and great running. The Gladiators scored a goal in the quarter but the Sharks went 
one goal up at quarter time leading 2.1.13 to 1.1.7 at the first break.

Into the second quarter Taliah showed fantastic tackling and pressure around the ball, causing 
Glen Iris to turn over the ball on several occasions. Despite some good ball movement and 
strong tackling from the girls, including a masterful effort from Isabelle Miranda, it was Glen 
Iris’ turn at the scoring end with the Sharks inaccuracy in front of goal hurting us going into the 
main break. At half time Glen Iris lead 4.1.25 to Park Orchards 2.6.18.

The third quarter saw some great run and carry from Sophie Hirst and some strong tackles 
being rewarded for Abbey Callaghan and Taliah Cameron. It was a good effort by the girls to 
hold Glen Iris to one goal for the quarter. We had our chances to score but luck didn’t go our 
way with only 3 behinds for the quarter, with great persistence from Alicia De Santis. Park 
Orchards 2.9.21 to Glen Iris 5.1.31

The final quarter’s highlight was an amazing torpedo goal early in the quarter from Amelia 
Rees. This superb kick at that stage of the game made it only 4 points the difference. It was 
then a close tussle throughout the last quarter. Glen Iris looked to have it sealed after scoring 
1.1 in the last quarter, but in the last 30 seconds the Sharks scored a daring goal from Talia 
Cameron. The clock beat us though with the final scores Park Orchards 4.9.33 to Glen Iris 
6.2.38. A really strong and competitive effort all day and the girls showed great spirit and 
nearly pulled off a great win.

Captain: Zoe Servinas

Goals: V. Turner, Z. Servinas, T. Cameron, A Rees 

Best players: T. Cameron, Z. Servinas, V. Turner, S Hirst, A Rees

UNDER 15 BLACK GIRLS 
COACH: Matt Turner

SPONSORED BY: 
Kew Podiatry 
(03) 9853 7836

Park Orchards 4.9.33 Def by  
Glen Iris 6.2.38

UNDER 15 BLACK GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

1 Victoria Turner 19 Kylah Harrap

4 Sophie Hirst 21 Emma Matthews

7 Anna Marchionno 25 Amelia Rees

8 Eve Parry 33 Charli Dempsey

13 Ella Garniss 34 Alicia De Santis

15 Isabelle Miranda 35 Abbey Callaghan

17 Taliah Cameron 53 Zoe Servinis

18 Courtney Murray 66 Natassja Shallvey
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UNDER 17 GIRLS 
COACH: Adam Pollock

SPONSORED BY:

Healesville Toyota 
Adam Pollock: 5962 4333

Park Orchards 4.7.31 Def 
Surrey Park 2.5.17

It is fair to say that this season has not played out exactly as we would have hoped after 
experiencing the elation of winning a Premiership last season. 

However, every week provides a new challenge and this week we were really excited about 
playing against the top side, Surrey Park, who co-incidentally just happens to be the team we 
beat by one point in last year’s Grand Final.

We had a great training session on Wednesday night and we went into the game knowing that 
our best was going to really take it up to Surrey Park. 

Adam was unavailable this week due to a work conference so Jeff donned the blue vest and 
made his coaching debut. He swung a significant change prior to the game by putting Chloe 
Rice to Centre Half Back. Chloe has been a shinning light at Centre Half Forward over the past 
two seasons but was excited about the challenge of playing a defensive role.

This move proved to be a master stroke as Chloe was the dominant player on the ground and 
repelled countless attacks on goal by Surrey Park. Well done Chloe !!

We had winners all over the ground and all of the girls played their individual roles to 
perfection. We have threatened a few times this season to control a game but have only 
managed to do so for a quarter or so at a time. This week, the girls stamped their authority 
on the game in the third quarter after an even first half and ran away to record a comfortable 
victory. 

To knock over the top side is no easy feat but to do so late in the season when they are 
building momentum for a tilt at a Premiership makes it all the more special. We are super 
proud of all the girls and look forward to them finishing off the season on a very positive note.

Go Sharks !!

Goals: Bri, Issy, Renee and Charlotte

Best Players: The entire team !!

Awards: Chloe M and Chloe R

UNDER 17 GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Name Jumper Name

2 Tahlia Tait 19 Charlotte Pittendrigh
4 Natalie Squillace 20 Zarah Brumley
6 Isabelle Pollock 21 Jaya Templeton
7 Abbey Dunphy 22 Lexie Jays
9 Brianna Clark 23 Renee Nuemeister

12 Alana Podolak 24 Matisse Shields
14 Alexandra Smit 34 Grace Schafer
15 Chloe McMahon 57 Dakota Hoen
16 Jasmine Prunty 58 Phoebe Hankin
18 Chloe Rice 59 Chloe Lay

 

The brains trust that dissected the top team.
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YOUTH GIRLS 
COACH: Scott Marshall  0418 517 457

SPONSORED BY:

Park Orchard Service Centre 
George Konstandinou 9876 1816

YOUTH GIRLS Squad Members

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

1 Ali Ibby 46 Smart Skye

2 Marshall Brooke 47 Gibson Lili

3 DeWacht Paris 48 Nixon Lucy

16 Hoser Addy 49 Bowman Penny

23 Hoser Jacky 60 Moran Ruby

24 Stylianou Kat 61 Kennedy Ally

32 Smart Angel 62 Cookes Sophie

36 DePetro Gabbi 65 McCarthy Kirra

37 Philipsen Samira 67 Butler Ella

38 Urban Tiana 68 Hoen Ash



15  APR 1 Burger night

22  APR 2

29  APR 3

06  MAY 4

11  MAY U8/9 Mother’s Day night games

13  MAY 5 Mother’s Day

20  MAY 6 U8 Round Robin

27  MAY 7 U9 Round Robin

02  JUN Trivia night        

03  JUN 8 

10  JUN Queen’s Birthday Weekend

17  JUN 9 Burger night

24  JUN 10 Team photos

01  J U L  School holidays

08  J U L  School holidays

15  J U L  11

21  J U L  Social night at The Grand Hotel Warrandyte

22  J U L  12

29  J U L  13

05  AUG 14

12  AUG 15 U10 Light Prem., Burger night   

19  AUG Semi Finals

26  AUG Preliminary Finals

02  S E P  Grand Final

09  S E P  Presentation Day

SEASON DATES FOR 2018
Name:

Team:

RINGWOOD   

Round          Time           Venue
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